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it seemed very promising to investigate the electronic ab-
The crystal structure of the new compound Ca3Co(SeO3)4 sorption spectra of this new compound for several reasons.

was investigated using single crystal X-ray diffraction data up While a vast number of papers report electronic absorption
to sin u/l 5 0.86 [tetragonal, space group I41/a, a 5 7.571(1), spectra of (pseudo-)tetrahedral Co21 ions [comprehensive
c 5 22.493(3) Å, Z 5 4; R1 5 0.024 for 1125F0 . 4s(F0) and listings can be found in (4) and (5)], only some provide
47 variables]. The structure is composed of nearly perfectly polarized single crystal data, and only a few of them deal
regular CoO4 tetrahedra, pyramidal SeO3 groups, and two types with oxygen coordination around cobalt. In most cases,
of CaO8 polyhedra. Ca3Co(SeO3)4 represents the first example

the first spin-allowed transition which is predicted in thefor a selenite compound containing CoO4 tetrahedra. Further-
mid-IR region and which directly determines the value ofmore, polarized electronic absorption spectra of Ca3Co(SeO3)4
the crystal field strength Dq has not been searched for orin the range from 2000 to 35,000 cm21 were obtained by means
is masked by intense vibrational absorptions of polyatomicof UV/VIS microscope- and FTIR-spectrometry. The observed
ligands. This is not expected in the case of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 ,strong polarization of the spectra is in contradiction to the

regular shape of the CoO4 tetrahedron and indicates a signifi- thus allowing the observation of this crystal field band.
cant tetragonal field perturbation imposed by the further coor- Metal–metal interactions are also precluded in the title
dination of the CoO4 group. The band positions, band widths, compound judging from Co–Co distances of 6.78 Å. The
and splittings are interpreted based on crystal field calculations present investigation also provides further crystal field data
employing the crystal field parameters Dq, Dt, Ds, the Racah for transition metal ions incorporated in crystal structures
parameters B and C, and the spin–orbit coupling constant z. of selenite compounds (1, 6, 7) and gives a comparison
A rather good agreement of observed and calculated energies

with corresponding data of oxides and other oxygen basedis obtained for a parameter set with Dq 5 395, Dt 5 25,
structures of Co21.Ds 5 250, B 5 770, C 5 3400, and z 5 500 cm21.  1996
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EXPERIMENTAL

Single crystals of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 up to p0.8 mm wereINTRODUCTION
prepared under low-hydrothermal conditions. An appro-

The crystal chemistry of Co21 selenites is characterized priate mixture of SeO2 , Co(OH)2 , and Ca(OH)2 was in-
by the stereochemical individuality of the pyramidal SeO3 serted together with some drops of water in Teflon coated
groups and, up to now, by more or less distorted octahedral steel vessels (capacity 4 cm3, filling degree p20%). This
environments around Co21 ions [cf. (1, 2) and references starting mixture had pH p5. The closed vessels were kept
therein, and (3)]. As a part of this paper, the structural at 2208C for 6 days and then cooled to room temperature
characterization of the novel compound Ca3Co(SeO3)4 within 24 h. In addition to single crystals of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 ,
provides the first example for a selenite containing Co21 an unidentified microcrystalline phase (p1 vol%) as well
ions in tetrahedral coordination. Furthermore, in view of as few single crystals (!0.1 vol%) of a further new Ca–Co
the high symmetry [Co point symmetry 4·(S4)] and the selenite, Ca2Co(SeO3)2(SeO2OH)2 , were obtained. Crys-
practically ideal tetrahedral shape of the CoO4 polyhedra, tals of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 have tetragonal dipyramidal habit;

in incident light their color is a dark bluish violet, and in
transmitted polarized light intense blue (E vector ' c) to1 Permanent and correspondence address: Institut für Mineralogie und
dull turquoise colors (E vector i c) are observed.Kristallographie, Universität Wien, Althanstraße 14, A-1090 Wien,

Austria. Single crystal X-ray diffraction intensities were mea-
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TABLE 1 (9) was used. Tables of observed and calculated structure
Summary of Crystal Data and Details of the factors and anisotropic displacement parameters are avail-

X-ray Measurement and Structure Refinement of able from the author.
Ca3Co(SeO3)4 Single crystals suitable for spectroscopic investigations

were smaller than p0.3 mm; therefore microscope-spectro-Chemical formula Ca3Co(SeO3)4

Mr 687.0 metric techniques (cf. 10) had to be applied using a Zeiss
Space group I41/a (No. 88, C 6

4h) UMSP80 spectrometer in the range 35,000–5000 cm21. The
a [Å] 7.571(1) preparation of a polished crystal slab containing the four-
c [Å] 22.493(3)

fold axis and the determination of the sample thicknessV [Å3] 1289.3
were done in analogy to previous papers (e.g., 1, 6, 7). f-Z 4

rcalc [g cm23] and s-polarized absorption spectra were recorded with the3.539
e(MoKa) [cm21] 138.7 electric light vector parallel and perpendicular, respec-
Crystal dimensions [mm] 0.3 3 0.1 3 0.1 tively, to the fourfold axis. Spectral band and step widths
Extinction coefficient 1.09 3 1023

were both 1 nm in the UV and VIS and 16/10 nm in the2umax [8] 75
NIR region; the measuring spot was 40 em in diameter.Measured reflections 3863

Unique data set In order to achieve a better signal/noise ratio, spectral1708
Variables 47 regions with weak absorption in Ca3Co(SeO3)4 (34,000–
Transmission factors (c-scans) 0.26–0.34 19,000 cm21) were first measured at a sample thickness of
R1 [for 1125F0 . 4s(F0)] 0.024 273 em, and then the sample was ground to 15 em andwR2 [for all F 2

0] 0.046
remeasured (35,000–5000 cm21).Goodness of fit 0.928

f- and s-polarized FTIR absorption spectra in the range
Note. R1 5 o iF0 u 2 uFci/ouF0u, wR2 5 [ow(F 2

0 2 F 2
c)2/ 5000–2000 cm21 were obtained on a Perkin–Elmer 1760X

owF 4
0]1/2, w 5 1/[s 2(F 2

0) 1 (0.0104 3 P)2], P 5 h[max of spectrometer equipped with a gold wire grid polarizer. A
(0 or F 2

0)] 1 2F 2
cj/3. suitable single crystal was ground from both sides to a

thickness of p240 em (in this case estimated by comparison
with a micrometer scale). For the measurements a beam
condensor with CsI lenses and circular mounts with a mea-sured at room temperature on a Stoe AED2 four-circle
suring spot of 100 em in diameter had to be used. Thediffractometer with graphite monochromatized MoKa ra-
spectral resolution was 4 cm21.diation. Lattice constants were refined from 32 accurate

Crystal field calculations including the parameters Dq,2u values in the range 398 , 2u , 428. The space group
Racah B and C, the tetragonal parameters Dt and Ds, andwas unequivocally fixed by systematic extinctions as I41/a
spin–orbit coupling were performed using the Crystal Field(No. 88, C 6

4h). The intensity data were corrected for Lo-
Computer Package by Yeung and Rudowicz (11); somerentz and polarization effects as well as for absorption
additional calculations were done with an own programusing c-scan data. The structure was solved by direct meth-
(Wildner, unpublished).ods (8); oxygen positions were obtained by subsequent

Fourier syntheses. Crystal data and further information
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONconcerning the data collection and structure refinement

are given in Table 1. Table 2 lists refined atomic coordi-
Crystal Structure

nates and equivalent displacement parameters. For the
Bond lengths and selected bond angles in Ca3Co(SeO3)4refinement on F 2

0 and all further calculations SHELXL-93
are listed in Table 3. Figure 1 shows the crystal structure
in a projection on (010). This new structure type is com-
posed of pyramidal SeO3 groups, nearly perfectly regularTABLE 2
CoO4 tetrahedra, and two crystallographically differentAtomic Coordinates and Equivalent Displacement
kinds of CaO8 polyhedra.Parameters [pm2] in Ca3Co(SeO3)4

The selenium atoms, located on a general site, are typi-
x y z Ueq cally one-sided pyramidal coordinated to three oxygen

atoms, a consequence of the stereochemical activity ofCa(1) 0 Af 0.44878(2) 138
lone-pair electrons of the Se41 atoms. The mean O–Se–OCa(2) 0 Af Gk 140

Co 0 Af Ak 153 angle, 100.28, is identical with an average value given in
Se 0.32054(2) 0.41824(3) 0.19219(1) 136 the literature (12), whereas the mean Se–O bond length
O(1) 0.3536(2) 0.6207(2) 0.2200(1) 216 is significantly shorter than the corresponding value cited
O(2) 0.1011(2) 0.4373(2) 0.1754(1) 198

in (12), 1.709 Å. The two short individual Se–O bonds areO(3) 0.4184(2) 0.4451(2) 0.1262(1) 222
those to O(1) and O(3), which are shared with calcium
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TABLE 3 between 5000 and 2000 cm21. A comparison of observed
Bond Lengths [Å] and Selected Bond Angles [8] in and calculated energy levels and their assignments in

Ca3Co(SeO3)4 tetragonal (S4 , D2d) and cubic (Td) symmetry together
with the corresponding parental free ion terms is given inCa(1)–O(1) 23 2.350(1) Ca(2)–O(1) 43 2.599(2)
Table 4.–O(1) 23 2.890(2) –O(3) 43 2.390(1)

–O(2) 23 2.543(2) kCa(2)–Ol 2.495 Three main regions of absorption around 3500, 7000,
–O(3) 23 2.325(2) and 17,000 cm21 are typical for high-spin Co21 ions (d 7

kCa(1)–Ol 2.527 configuration) in tetrahedral (Td) or pseudotetrahedral
Co–O(2) 43 1.970(2) O(2)–Co–O(2)9 23 109.73(9)

crystal fields, where electric dipole transitions are partiallyO(2)–Co–O(2)0 43 109.34(5)
Laporte-allowed due to the absence of a center of symme-kO–Co–Ol 109.47

Se–O(1) 13 1.675(1) O(1)–Se–O(2) 13 98.66(8) try. In pure Td symmetry these three band systems gener-
–O(2) 13 1.710(1) O(1)–Se–O(3) 13 98.88(8) ally correspond to spin-allowed transitions from the 4A2(F)
–O(3) 13 1.672(2) O(2)–Se–O(3) 13 102.94(8) ground state to 4T2(F), 4T1(F), and 4T1(P) excited states,kSe–Ol 1.686 kO–Se–Ol 100.16

respectively. However, a first inspection of the polarization
behavior of the f and s spectra indicates that—in spite of
the nearly perfectly regular shape of the CoO4 tetrahedron

atoms only. O(2)—with a longer bond to Se—forms the
common corner with a CoO4 tetrahedron and is also shared
with Ca(1).

Tetrahedral coordination of oxygen atoms around Co21

ions is not very frequently observed in purely inorganic
crystal structures (cf. 13). Ca3Co(SeO3)4 represents the
first example for a selenite compound containing CoO4

groups. According to the 4· site symmetry of the Co atom,
the CoO4 tetrahedra are aligned parallel to the c axis and
may only be distorted by an elongation or compression
along this axis. However, the CoO4 tetrahedron is practi-
cally perfectly regular (Table 3) and the Co–O distance is
in agreement with crystal chemical expectations (13).

Corner sharing between CoO4 and SeO3 polyhedra re-
sults in isolated [Co(SeO3)4] groups, which are intercon-
nected by the Ca(2) atoms (site symmetry 4·) to sheets
parallel (001). Further linkage within these sheets and the
connection with neighboring sheets is formed by the Ca(1)
atoms (site symmetry 2). Both calcium atoms are eightfold
coordinated and their mean Ca–O bond lengths comply
well with data from literature, e.g., 2.50 Å in (14).

The oxygen atoms in Ca3Co(SeO3)4 are bound to four
or three cations. O(1) has a strongly distorted tetrahedral
environment formed by one Se, two Ca(1), and a Ca(2)
atom; O(2) and O(3) have nearly planar [3]-coordinations,
O(2) to Se, Co and Ca(1), O(3) to Se, Ca(1) and Ca(2).
Bond valence calculations according to (15) yield 2.06,
2.00, and 2.15 valence units, respectively, for the three
oxygen atoms. Bond valence sums calculated for the cat-
ions are 4.21 vu for Se, 1.89 vu for Co, and 2.06 and 2.00
vu, respectively, for the Ca atoms.

Electronic Absorption Spectra

Figure 2 shows the polarized electronic absorption
spectra of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 obtained by microscope-
spectrometric techniques in the region from 35,000 to

FIG. 1. Projection of the crystal structure of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 on (010).5000 cm21; Figure 3 presents the FTIR spectra measured
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FIG. 2. Polarized absorption spectra of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 in the region from 5000 to 35,000 cm21; sample thickness: 15 em. Insert: ordinate-
expanded spectral region from 19,000 to 34,000 cm21; sample thickness: 273 em. Triangles indicate observed spectral features, and shorter and
longer line marks represent calculated energy levels with predominant doublet and quartet character, respectively; first row: cubic approximation
without spin–orbit coupling (Dq 5 395, B 5 770, C 5 3400 cm21); second row: cubic approximation with spin–orbit coupling (Dq, B, C as before,
z 5 500 cm21); third row: tetragonal calculation as listed in Table 4 (Dq, B, C, z as before, Dt 5 25, Ds 5 250 cm21)

FIG. 3. Polarized FTIR absorption spectra of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 in the region from 2000 to 5000 cm21 (in this drawing the resolution is reduced
from 4 to 12 cm21); sample thickness: p240 em. Triangles and line marks as in Fig. 2.
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TABLE 4
Polarization Behavior and Energies of Spectral Features Observed in Ca3Co(SeO3)4 and

Calculated Energy Levels (Kramers Doublets) with Corresponding Tetragonal and Cubic
Assignments (Parental Free Ion Terms in Parentheses)

Energy [cm21] Assignment Energy [cm21] Assignment

S4 S4

Pol. Obs. Calc. (D2d) Td Pol. Obs. Calc. (D2d) Td

06 196566B(1)
4A2(F) E

2T2(H)2 19744
i 19950 2 20106 B(2)

6
3453

' 2850
? 3693 20388 A(2)', i 3250 E ', i 205005

3713 520449 2T1(H)
E 6

3962
6

4T2(F) ' 21060 2 210196
i 3950 4074

B(2)

6
21729 B(1)5

40966 ', i 21970 2E(H)522075 A(1)
6

6103i 6140 A(2) 22666 A(2)5 64546
22908 2T1(P)

6641 4T1(F) ' 23270 E 6
' 7050 5230176

7080
' 7630 E

6
7174 23772

', i 7750 i, ' 24050 E5
7200

6 5237766 2T1(H)
24429 A(2)

6
14850 A(1) 2E(G) ', i 24500
14951 B(1)

6 524546 B(2)

25110 2T2(D2)
15244 ' 25280 E 6

i, ' 15360 E 5255706
156486 2T1(G)

', i 15650 5
15693 A(2)

6 26975 B(1) 2E(D2)
' 27750 2 27686 A(1)

6
15909i 16200 A(2)5159816 32639 B(1)

2A2(F)
' 32700

16502 4T1(P) 532835 B(2)16644 6
' 16760 E 33040 2T2(F)

16773 ', i 33500 E 653327565
16958

6
p 34000 onset of CT absorption edge

17389 A(1)
2A1(G)

34210 A(2)17730
' 17910 E 34241 2T1(F)5177966 2T2(G) E 6

344046i 18050 2 18239 B(2)
6

Note: Levels derived from the 2D1 term are not included, they have energies calculated between 50084 and
52184 cm21. For a graphical representation of observed and calculated energies see Figs. 2 and 3. Parameters used
for calculation: Dq 5 395, Dt 5 25, Ds 5 250, B 5 770, C 5 3400, z 5 500 cm21.

found by the structure analysis—a rather anisotropic crys- less, as will be shown below, a tetragonal field component
alone cannot account for the observed large band splittingstal field with a significant tetragonal component is effective

on the Co21 ions in Ca3Co(SeO3)4 . Obviously, in the case and band widths in the spectra of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 . Hence,
an assignment based on crystal field calculations in termsof the weak tetrahedral crystal field the influence of the

further coordination of the CoO4 polyhedron is more pro- of the crystal field strength Dq, the electron repulsion
parameters Racah B and C, a minor perturbation by anounced than in the stronger octahedral field. A tetragonal

field component splits the T terms in an A (or B)(2) and tetragonal field component (employing the parameters Dt
and Ds), and further band splitting and broadening duean E component; the ground state A2 transforms as B(1) .

The observed polarization behavior can then be roughly to spin–orbit coupling (spin–orbit coupling constant z) is
attempted. Spin–orbit coupling totally splits all tetragonalexplained by the symmetry selection rules for the actual

Co21 point symmetry S4 (ground state B; allowed transi- levels into Kramers doublets which remain degenerate in
the absence of a magnetic field. Furthermore, for the prom-tions: B R A: i, B R E: '), and similarly by those for

D2d, the symmetry of the CoO4 polyhedron (ground state inent band system in the visible region an admixture of
intensity-enhanced spin-forbidden quartet R doublet tran-B1; allowed transitions B1 R A2: i, B1 R E: '). Neverthe-
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FIG. 4. Energy levels of spin-allowed transitions of Co21 ions in (pseudo)tetrahedral crystal fields (Dq 5 395, B 5 770 cm21) as a function of
the tetragonal parameters Dt (left, Ds 5 0) and Ds (right, Dt 5 0). For Dt 5 Ds 5 0 cubic assignments with parental free ion terms in parentheses
are given.

sitions into the spin allowed 4T1(P) transition is assumed (16), of Co incorporated at the eightfold site in CaF2 (with
a field strength comparable to tetrahedral complexes) (17),(Table 4).

The band system in the IR region with components cen- and Co in sodium silicate glasses, Na2O · xSiO2 (x 5 1.5–
3.0) (18). While the sulfide spectra exhibit no details withintered at about 3950, 3250, and 2850 cm21 (Fig. 3) can be

assigned, at least in part, to the transition 4A2 R 4T2 (in the region covered in Fig. 3, the latter two show each
two absorption bands with intensities and band widthsTd), where both levels arise from the free ion 4F term.

In fact, this transition is electric-dipole forbidden in Td comparable to Ca3Co(SeO3)4 . The low energy components
are centered at 2950 cm21 in CaF2 and at 2800 cm21 insymmetry, explaining the low intensity of absorption. The

origin of the band component at 2850 cm21 (and of the Na2O · 2SiO2 and attributed to effects not caused by Co21

ions (17) and to a spin–orbit split-level of 4T2 (18). Asweak feature at 3250 cm21) is uncertain. The polarization
behavior suggests that it represents the tetragonal E split mentioned already above, this explanation cannot account

for the large splitting in Ca3Co(SeO3)4 . On the other hand,component of 4T2 . The very weak band centered at
3950 cm21 is then assigned to the B(2) level of 4T2 and thus an assignment of the band at 2850 cm21 to the stretching

frequency of OH dipoles, which might perhaps be incorpo-definitely fixes the value of Dq at 395 cm21. However, the
large splitting of p1100 cm21 can hardly be explained, rated in trace amounts in the structure of Ca3Co(SeO3)4 ,

is not consistent with the OH content estimated from theneither by splitting due to spin–orbit coupling, nor by a
tetragonal field component: in a first approximation, the integrated intensity of this band as well as with interatomic

O–O distances available for hypothetical hydrogen bondstetragonal splitting of 4T2 depends only on the magnitude
of Dt (Fig. 4), in the present case leading to Dt P 120 cm21, (cf. 19). Therefore, the origin of the feature at 2850 cm21

must remain suspect.a value which prevents a good agreement of observed and
calculated energies of higher crystal field levels (Fig. 4 The band system which covers the spectral region from

about 6000 to 8000 cm21 is attributed to the 4A2 R 4T1(F)shows that both 4T1 levels are strongly shifted to lower
energies with increasing Dt). Due to strong vibrational transition in Td symmetry. Discernible components are

located at 6140, 7050, and around 7700 cm21. The lowabsorption of many polyatomic ligands in the mid-IR re-
gion, components of the 4A2 R 4T2 transition have only energy level is f polarized, while the high energy compo-

nents are mainly s polarized, indicating that the tetragonalbeen occasionally observed so far, and these measurements
were rarely extended to energies below p3700 cm21. Such field considerably splits the 4T1(F) state into a lower A(2)

and a higher E level. This splitting scheme is inverse toexamples are the spectra of Co doped in ZnS and CdS
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that discussed above for the B(2) and the presumed E split cm21 several weak spectral features are observed (insert
in Fig. 2) which can be correlated reasonably well withlevel of the 4T2 state; both tendencies can be accounted

for in crystal field calculations using a positive value for spin-forbidden quartet R doublet transitions to energy
levels derived form the higher free ion terms 2H, 2P, 2D2,the parameter Dt. The magnitude of Dt is limited by the

strong red-shift of both 4T1 split components with increas- and 2F (Table 4). In the crystal field the 2H, 2P, and 2D2
terms are considerably mixed; in Table 4 the character ofing Dt (Fig. 4) and is very roughly estimated to be P25

cm21. The inclusion of spin–orbit coupling in the crystal the parental free ion term is given. With the increase of
the energy gaps between the doublet levels and the spin-field calculations with z 5 500 cm21 and setting Ds P 250

cm21 (see below) an overall splitting of the 4T1(F) state allowed 4T1(P) state, the admixture of quartet character
to the doublets decreases. This is in accordance with theof p1100 cm21 is calculated (Table 4). Nevertheless, this

is significantly less than the observed splitting of p1600 continuous decrease in absorption intensity of higher spin-
forbidden transitions. Obviously, the intensity enhance-cm21. A comparable situation is found for observed and

calculated energies of the 4T2(F) manifold. ment due to energetically higher charge transfer processes
is negligible.Typically, the prominent absorption bands located in

the visible part, in Ca3Co(SeO3)4 spanning the region from The crystal field and electron repulsion parameters de-
rived above by direct observation (Dq), by a kind of ‘‘fit-about 15,000 to 18,500 cm21, are by far the most intense in

the electronic spectra of Co21 in tetrahedral coordination. ting’’ process (Racah B and C), or by estimation (z, Dt,
Ds) are generally in good agreement with values expectedDistinct maxima or shoulders are observed at 15,360,

15,650, 16,200, 16,760, 17,910, and 18,050 cm21. The assign- for Co21 ions in (pseudo-)tetrahedral coordination by oxy-
gen ligands. Values of the crystal field strength parameterment of the components of this manifold is seriously com-

plicated by the overlap of the spin-allowed 4A2 R 4T1(P) Dq for Co21[4] in oxygen based crystal structures or glasses
are quite similar to Dq 5 395 cm21 found in Ca3Co(SeO3)4 ;(Td) transition with spin-forbidden transitions to split lev-

els derived from the 2G free ion term. Due to the effect e.g., for Co21 diluted in the structure of ZnO Dq values
of 390 cm21 (16, 20) or 400 cm21 (21) are reported. Theof spin–orbit coupling, the latter can ‘‘steal’’ a considerable

portion of intensity from the spin-allowed transition. An spectra of Co21 in MgAl2O4 and ZnAl2O4 spinels (16, 22)
yield Dq 5 400 and 410 cm21, respectively. Somewhatapproximate location of the 4T1(P) state may be deduced

from the polarization behavior of the band system, which higher values were reported for Co21 in garnets (Dq 5
460 cm21) (23) and, obtained from solution spectra, forshould be governed by the spin-allowed transition and

which corresponds to the situation of the NIR absorption the [Co(OH)4 ]22 complex (Dq 5 423 cm21) (24) and the
[Co(NO3)4 ]22 complex (Dq 5 466 cm21) (25). For theband; i.e., 4T1(P) is split by the tetragonal field component

into a lower 4A(2) and a higher 4E level. The 4E level is latter, however, it was shown that the central Co is actually
eight-coordinated (26), thus explaining the deviation ofassumed to be correlated with the central peak in the s

spectrum at 16,760 cm21; the 4A(2) level may be located Dq. For Co21 in glasses values comparable to those of the
single crystals are observed: in Li3PO4 glass, for example,near the center of the band envelope in the f spectrum at

about 16,000 cm21. Since this splitting in first order depends Dq is 400 cm21 (27). Nelson and White (18) investigated
various glasses with composition Na2O · 1.5–3SiO2 whereon the tetragonal parameter Ds (Fig. 4), it is roughly esti-

mated that Ds P 250 cm21. The position of the 4A2 R 4T1(P) Dq is very constant at 378–379 cm21, while in a number
of borate, phosphate, germanate, and other glasses Dqtransition also fixes the value of the electron repulsion

parameter Racah B at B 5 770 cm21. The energies of the ranges 381–452 cm21. In albite and albite–diopside glasses
(28) Dq is 383 and 404 cm21, respectively.spin-forbidden transitions depend on both Racah parame-

ters, B and C, and with C 5 3400 cm21 a rather good The influence of the crystal field on the values of the
Racah parameters B and C gives an approximate indicationagreement between observed and calculated energies can

be obtained (Fig. 2 and Table 4). The peak maximum at of the covalent contribution to bonding. As found for Dq,
the parameters B 5 770 cm21 and C 5 3400 cm21 as well15,360 cm21 in f and the intense shoulder at 15,650 cm21

in s are then assigned to components of the spin forbidden as the resulting values for the nephelauxetic ratio b 5 0.79
[b 5 B/B0 , where B0 5 971 cm21, the Co21 free ion value2T1(G) state, which gain up to about 25% quartet character

from the 4T1(P) level. The 2E(G) state is calculated to lie (29)] and the ratio C/B 5 4.42 are consistent with relevant
data from literature: in the single crystals mentioned abovewithin the low energy ascent of the visible band. It is not

explicitly observed, but probably contributes to the absorp- B ranges from 700 to 775 cm21 (for ZnO the somewhat
contradictory values 700, 760, and 775 cm21 are given intion. The band features on the high energy side around

18,000 cm21 can be correlated with intensity enhanced tran- Refs. (20, 21, 16), respectively), in most of the glasses from
about 750 to 790 cm21 (18, 28). C/B is generally assumedsitions to the 2T2(G) state; the 2A1(G) level may also con-

tribute. In the region between 20,000 cm21 and the outset or derived to scatter closely around 4.5.
As is the case—without exception—for the Racah pa-of the charge transfer absorption edge at about 34,000
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